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FRIDAY  21 OCTOBER 2022
THE SANCTUARY ADELAIDE ZOO

SA LEARNING & UPDATE 
SYMPOSIUM 2022



The Australian Institute of Health & Safety invites you to join us for the 2022 Annual South Australian 
AIHS Branch Symposium which will be held on Friday 21 October 2022 located at the Adelaide Zoo. 

The Symposium will commence at 10:30 and will run until 17:00. A light morning tea will be served on 
arrival. 

A separate annual Branch dinner event will be held after SALUS 2022 preceded by drinks amidst the 
animals for which all attendees at the Symposium are warmly invited to book in at a discounted rate.

There will be a broad focus for the SA Learning and Update Symposium for 2022 (SALUS22). It will 
include keynote speeches by the new SA WHS Minister the Hon. Kyam Maher and by distinguished 
WHS lawyer and AIHS Fellow and Lifetime Achievement awardee Michael Tooma. 

Other major topics at SALUS 22 include an introduction to the new AIHS CEO, Julia Whitford; 
addressing workplace bullying as a WHS issue by Professor Michelle Tuckey; research on improving 
WHS in the transport industry by A/Professor Anjum Naweed; Major construction projects & WHS 
Issues by Melissa Ekberg, Civil Contractors Federation SA; anxiety, workplace performance and WHS 
by Professor Petrina Coventry; Managing safety of workers with disability by
Neil Burgess, Diligent Safety Consulting; a WHS legal update by Luke Holland and Daria McLachlan; 
and insights from WHS leaders by Andrew Barrett. 

Those who can are warmly invited to also book into the separate annual drinks and dinner event that 
follows with guest speaker Alex Thomas who will speak about WHS in the agriculture and rural sector.

Kym Bills, Chair

ABOUT THE SA SAFETY SYMPOSIUM

SYMPOSIUM DETAILS 
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When: Friday 21 October 2022
Time: 10:30am - 5:00pm
Where: The Sanctuary, Adelaide Zoo, 1 Plane Tree Drive, Adelaide, SA, 5000

Register today at https://www.aihs.org.au/events

Early Bird Rates (Closes 23 September 2022)
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members  (conference only)        $190+GST
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members  (conference & dinner) $320+GST
Non Member & Join AIHS  (conference only)                            $390+GST
Non Member & Join AIHS  (conference & dinner)                     $520+GST
Dinner Only                                                                                $150+GST
Student   (conference only)                                                        $75+GST
Student (conference & dinner)                                                   
$205+GST            

Standard  Rates
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members (conference only)         $240+GST
AIHS Individual & Corporate Members (conference & dinner)  $370+GST
Non Member & Join AIHS (conference only)                             $390+GST
Non Member & Join AIHS (conference & dinner)                      $520+GST
Dinner Only                                                                                $150+GST
Student (conference only)                                                         $75+GST
Student (conference & dinner)                                                  $205+GST
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 FRIDAY 21 OCTOBER 2022

Registration & Light Morning Tea

Welcome & Introduction: venue safety, Acknowledgment of First Nations; 
Reminder of lost lives, injuries & health impacts of inadequate workplace 
health & safety; sponsors; SALUS overview
Presented by Kym Bills, SA Branch & Symposium Chair.                              

New AIHS CEO Introduction
Presented by Julia Whitford, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Institute of Health 
and Safety

Ministerial Keynote: The Government’s WHS priorities 2022-2026
Presented by SA WHS Minister & Attorney General Hon. Kyam Maher.  
                     
Risk Management of Workplace Bullying as a WHS Safety Hazard
Presented by Prof Michelle Tuckey UniSA.

Keynote: WHS legal responsibilities and ‘New View’ safety metrics                
Presented by Michael Tooma, Managing Partner Clyde & Co. 

Lunch break and Networking in foyer

Research on improving WHS in the transport industry
Presented by A/Prog Anjum Naweed CQUni/HFESA

Major construction projects & WHS Issues
Presented by Melissa Ekberg, Civil Contractors Federation SA

Anxiety, workplace performance and WHS 
Presented by Professor Petrina Coventry

Afternoon tea and networking in foyer                             
 
WHS Legal Update
Presented by Luke Holland & Daria McLachlan Sparke Helmore 
                          
Managing safety of workers with disability 
Neil Burgess, Diligent Safety Consulting 

Organisational Learning and Change - The Linchpins of WHS Impact
Andrew Barrett, Chief Connector SafetyonTap

Ignite student summary WHS research presentations (CQUni, Flinders, 
UniSA, UofA) and Augusta Zadow awardees

Closing remarks, thanks, feedback
Presented by Kym Bills, Chair

10:00AM

10:30AM

10:45AM

11:10AM

11:35AM

12:00PM

12:25PM

1:15PM

1:40PM

2:05PM

2:30PM

3:00PM

3:25PM

3:50PM
 

4:15PM

4:50PM
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All Symposium attendees leave The Sanctuary 

Separate annual dinner and pre drinks event                           

Dinner guests escorted from Zoo entrance to Immersion Longroom.  
                           
Happy Hour drinks near animals

Return from Immersion Longroom to The Sanctuary

Dinner guests seated in The Sanctuary. 

Entrée served

Dinner Presentation: WHS in agriculture and the rural sector
Presented by Ms Alex Thomas

Main course served

Dessert served                        
 
Beverage package concludes
                          
Venue closed 

5:00PM

5:05PM

5:10PM

6:05PM

6:15PM

6:20PM

6:50PM

7:15PM

8:00PM

9:00PM

9:30PM 
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Ministerial Keynote: The Government’s WHS priorities 2022-2026
Friday 21 October - 11:10AM

SA WHS Minister & Attorney General Hon. Kyam Maher.  
Kyam is the Leader of Government Business in the Legislative Council, Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs, Attorney-General, and Minister for Industrial Relations and Public Sector. He is a proud
Aboriginal man who is honoured to serve as the Aboriginal Affairs Minister in both the Weatherill
and Malinauskas Labor Governments guiding important reforms such as being the first State in
Australia to commence Treaty negotiations with Aboriginal Nations and implementing a Stolen
Generations reparations scheme. Kyam is particularly passionate about ensuring that all South
Australians are afforded the dignity that good, meaningful jobs provide, and that all South
Australians can share in the opportunities and benefits this State offers.

Kym Bills, SA Branch & Symposium Chair
After (semi) retiring back to Adelaide, Kym was appointed Chair of the Australian Institute of
Health and Safety College of Fellows and Chair of the Institute’s SA Branch in March 2019. He
was previously Chair of the WA Branch. Kym holds 6 degrees and is a fellow of 7 professional
bodies. In September 2019 he commenced a part-time PhD at Edith Cowan University on major
aviation accident safety investigation methodology.

Michael Tooma, Managing Partner Australia, Global Head of Safety, Clyde & Co

Disability Care WHS issues 
Friday 21 October - 12:00PM

Michael Tooma is Australia’s leading work health and safety lawyer. His practice covers a broad
range of regulatory, compliance and investigations matters. He advises multi-national clients on
all aspects of health, safety, product safety and security compliance issues on a global basis,
including assisting in the development and implementation of global compliance systems. He
has written and reviewed the safety management systems for companies across various
industry sectors including transport, energy and resources, infrastructure, technology and
financial institutions.  

Julia brings over 20 year's knowledge and experience from membership-based organisations,
primarily in the not-for-profit sector. She previously held the position of Chief Operating Officer
at the Australian HR Institute (AHRI). Julia has demonstrated significant achievements in
member experience and loyalty, commercial growth, and customer and stakeholder
relationships. She has built and executed business strategy and provides the leadership and
vision necessary to effectively grow organisations to ensure their financial strength. Julia holds
an MBA from the Australian Institute of Business.

Julia Whitford, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Institute of Health and Safety

New AIHS CEO Introduction
Friday 21 October - 10:45AM

Professor Prof Michelle Tuckey UniSA.

Risk Management of Workplace Bullying as a WHS Safety Hazard
Friday 21 October - 11:35AM

Michelle’s research examines the connection between work and well-being in order to design and
cultivate mentally healthy workplace cultures and work environments. Her research has advanced
the risk management of bullying as a health and safety hazard, in theory and in practice. Michelle
regularly applies her research to support organisations to transform working practices, processes,
and policies for better well-being and reduced bullying risk. Her work has had significant national
policy impact through expert consultation, advice, and reports; for example, supporting the
Australian Human Rights Commission’s Set the Standard: Report on the Independent Review into
Commonwealth Parliamentary Workplaces (2021). 
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A/Prog Anjum Naweed CQUni/HFESA

Research on improving WHS in the transport industry
Friday 21 October - 1:15PM

Anjum Naweed is an Associate Professor at the Appleton Institute for Behavioural Science in
South Australia. He is a Certified Professional Ergonomist with a background in psychology and
expertise in human factors and systems thinking. He has over 15 years of experience across a
range of industry sectors, complex domains, and occupational settings. Anjum’s research has
received many accolades in recognition of excellence in research activity and engagement. He
currently serves a Scientific Editor for Applied Ergonomics and has been a Scientific Convenor for
the Australasian Simulation Congress and HFESA. He is also a recipient of the 2021 Augusta
Zadow Award from SafeWork SA.

If transport routes are the arteries of society, then WHS is the wellspring from which transport flows. From a psychological
perspective, WHS in transport can be as complex, dynamic, and labyrinthine as the very infrastructure it seeks to protect.
This talk shares stories of WHS in the Australian transport industry and how research and industry practice have sought to
improve it. Behaviour, health, drama, policy, political intrigue – it has a little something for everyone.

Melissa Ekberg, Civil Contractors Federation SA

Major construction projects & WHS Issues
Friday 21 October - 1:40PM

Melissa Ekberg is the Director of Industry Engagement at the Civil Contractors Federation SA. She
commenced her career in the civil industry over 20years ago working for civil construction
contractors and has been a part of several significant projects is South Australia. Drawing on her
experiences, she is able to provide support to local civil contractors across all levels of their
business. Her understanding of small business and the importance of a pipeline of work for
contractors and the supply chain is invaluable. Melissa has a passion for the civil contracting
sector, and is dedicated to supporting, promoting and protecting the interests of civil contractors
and the workforce throughout South Australia.
 

Look how far we have come, but we still have a long way to go. – A look back in history in safety in construction, and a look
into future innovations, and how we can work together to promote the construction industry as a safe workplace for the
future.

Professor Petrina Coventry

Anxiety, workplace performance and WHS 
Anxiety is one of the most common mental health conditions experienced by people in Australia during their working years
according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and employers recognising that mental health impacts their
organisation’s bottom line are increasingly interested in programs to promote better mental health, well-being, and
productivity. There is limited information in management journals around the prevalence of anxiety as a factor affecting
workplace productivity. Innovations around how to deal with anxiety are being tested in clinical settings with some interesting
results and the purpose of the study to be presented was to assess OHS perception and receptivity towards alternative
therapies and solutions being used in clinical practice to deal with anxiety such as cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) with a
focus on Hypnotherapy.

Friday 21 October - 2:05PM

A Professor at Adelaide University and Director within the Lifelong Health discipline at the South
Australian Health and Medical Research Institute, Petrina brings experience in leadership and
research from multiple industry sectors including healthcare, energy, education, fintech, fast
moving consumer goods and private equity. She has held global leadership roles with The General
Electric Company, The Coca Cola Company and Proctor and Gamble as well as roles as non-
executive director and chair for several private and publicly listed companies in Australia and Asia.
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Daria is an experienced safety and employment lawyer who works collaboratively with clients to
develop commercial outcomes. Her on-site and court experience enable her to achieve quick
results that save time and hassle. She assists CEOs, senior managers and HR/WHS
representatives across a range of sectors. Daria has a specific interest in proactive risk
management, and recently completed a Graduate Diploma in OHS. Daria utilises her unique
blend of legal experience and WHS training to assist clients with safety compliance, including
advising on WHS policies and procedures, conducting WHS audits and providing on-site training.
In the event of a WHS incident, Daria frequently attends site, assists with internal investigations,
corresponds with Regulators and provides guidance about the avenues available to defend or
favourably resolve prosecutions.

Daria McLachlan, Sparke Helmore

Luke leads our South Australian and Northern Territory workplace team. He advises on WHS,
employment and industrial relations issues, and is known for his practical and balanced
approach. Luke advises CEOs, senior HR and WHS managers and professionals across all
sectors. His experience gained through working in private practice, government and in-house,
gives him a broad perspective on the workplace issues that impact employers.

Luke Holland, Sparke Helmore

WHS Legal Update
Rarely has there been so much change in the South Australian safety landscape as we have seen in the last 12 months.
Are you across it? Are you prepared for the year ahead? In this session Luke and Daria will provide an update on those
matters you need to be across for the year ahead, from industrial manslaughter, investigations and enforceable
undertakings to insurance for criminal action - this session will cover local WHS legal issues, trends and what we can expect
for the year ahead here in South Australia

Friday 21 October - 3:00PM

Neil Burgess, Diligent Safety Consulting 

Managing safety of workers with disability 
Friday 21 October - 3:25PM

Lived and worked in the Northern Territory for over 30 years and now based in Adelaide as a self-
employed WHS Consultant. Neil has significant experience in working with Work Health and
Safety requirements including running his own businesses and more than 12 years in executive
regulatory roles with NT WorkSafe as the Director of Operations. In December 2020, Neil was
inducted into AIHA College of Fellows in recognition of his seniority and leadership within the
profession and preparedness to make an ongoing contribution to the industry.

Barossa Enterprises is an Australian Disability Enterprise delivering Employment support to around 60 employees in the
Barossa Valley. The organisation has engaged Diligent Safety Consulting to bridge the gap between workplace duty of care
to provide a safe working environment and improve and manage the competency and safety awareness of their supported
employees. Effective Work Health Safety competency underpins equipment use, instruction, and a safety-first workplace
culture. When supporting people living with disabilities, this becomes even more critical when safety (or an avoidance of
negligence) is an intrinsic component of the support funded under the National Disability Insurance Scheme. 
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I am Arezou Alipour. I graduated in occupational health and safety with my bachelor's degree 
from Tabriz university of medical sciences and a master's degree at Yazd university, Iran. I have 
published papers about physical ergonomics (Neck, shoulder and low back pain and its 
prevalence and risk factors in secondary schoolchildren in relation to schoolbag carriage) and 
workplace bullying. Now, I am a PhD student in Organisational Psychology at the university of 
south Australia and under the supervision of Prof. Michelle Tuckey. We are looking at risk factors 
for workplace sexual harassment from a Macroergonomics point of view.

Syeda Hira Fatima

Ignite student summary WHS research presentations (CQUni, Flinders, UniSA, UofA) and Augusta Zadow 
awardees

Friday 21 October - 4:15PM

My name is Syeda Hira Fatima. I am doing PhD in environmental epidemiology and occupational 
health from the School of Public Health, the University of Adelaide. I am interested in assessing 
the local and small area differences in the occupational health outcomes associated with hot 
weather conditions in urban environments.
My research interests include occupational injuries and illness, epidemiology and prevention, 
extreme heat exposure, climate change, and future projections, and existing heat-related policy 
framework for managing workplace heat stress.

Arezou Alipour

Andrew is Chief Connector at Safety on Tap, a boutique change leadership company
specialising in the development and growth of health and safety leaders, and innovation in the
health and safety field more broadly. One of the few health and safety professionals in Australia
specialising in this field from an organisational development viewpoint, Andrew is multi-degree
qualified, with experience spanning senior executive and health and safety roles, H&S program
management, research, strategic consulting, and executive coaching. Andrew's current work
spans a range of engagements including H&S service delivery strategy, design & implementation
of operational learning into organisations, professional development experience design &
facilitation, executive and operational performance coaching of individuals and teams, research,
development and innovation, and industry-wide transformation initiatives.

Andrew Barrett, Chief Connector SafetyonTap

Organisational Learning and Change - The Linchpins of WHS Impact
Friday 21 October - 3:50PM

WHS practice is synonymous with challenge, frustration and difficult progress. Whilst this isn't universal, it highlights that
sometimes our professional practice is great, and oftentimes it's not. In this engaging session Andrew Barrett will make the
case that two forms of professional practice - organisational learning and change - are critical to our impact, but could be
lacking for many of us. Andrew will draw on his wealth of experience coaching WHS leaders and teams combined with his
recent research on organisational learning practices for safety improvement to chart a path for attendees through these
challenges and opportunities.


